
PSYCHOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE.

THE investigation of hidden presuppositions is one of the best bat
most difficult of philosophic exercises, which often results in tracing
the finest fallacies to the foulest lairs. The aim, therefore, of Mr.
Priohard's interesting and instructive paper in the last number, that
of unmasking the assumptions of the psychological treatment of
knowledge, is deserving of all applause. Only to make histherculean
encounter with the psychological hydra a fair one, he should him-
self strip off all concealments, and allow his own somewhat re-
markable presuppositions to appear. It is, therefore, in the in-
terests of sport that these comments on Mr. Frichard's argument
are offered.

To nerve ourselves for our arduous task let us begin by consider-
ing Mr. Prichard's avowed or half-avowed assumptions.

(1) It seems a little hazardous, when you attack a hydra, to
assume that it only has one head. And Psychology is a veritable
hydra, Ions; accustomed, whenever one of its forms is demolished,
to evolve two fresh ones. It seems a radical error, therefore, only
to consider one out of many views of psychology which are in
being, and one moreover whioh, as described on page 27, would not
probably be accepted by any living psychologist. But this point
needs no elaboration as Mr. Priohard will probably hear about it
from others.

(2) On page 34 we come upon a muoh bigger presupposition, viz.
"an absolute postulate of knowledge that what is known exists
independently of the knowledge of it". It was kind of Mr.
Priohard to avow this, for an ' absolute postulate' is new to science
and so great a discovery should not be concealed, but exhibited in
whatever philosophic substitute for Messrs. Baraum and Bailey
can be found. But it would have been kinder still to have ex-
plained what it meant, even though ' the attempt to vindicate it
would have been out of place '. For one is naturally consumed
with curiosity to know what so strangely composite a creature as
an ' absolute postulate' can be. It sounds an awe-inspiring but
welcome substitute for the ' absolute criteria' of whioh we have
perhaps heard more than enough. And while he is about it, will
Mr. Prichard also tell us in what sense he is using that treaoheroos
word ' independent' ? For in it assuredly there may lurk many
hidden assumptions.

Thus Mr. Priohard's avowed naturally pass over into his un-
avowed presuppositions, whioh seem quite numerous.
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(1) The most important of these concerns Looke's aooount of
knowledge. It is of course quite true that if you define' knowledge'
as dealing with representatives of a Beal which is ' beyond' know-
ledge, you will be involved in some little embarrassment by
questions as to the credentials of these representatives. But it
seems a little harsh to declare bluntly that knowledge has thereby
been rendered impossible (p. 31). For the believers in this view,
whose name is legion, have what is at least a verbal answer.
They tell us that when our 'ideas' correspond with the trans-
cendent ' real' (however conceived), our ' knowledge' is ' true'.
This in fact is what the ' correspondence' view of truth is for;
it builds at least a verbal bridge between the objects of human
knowledge and the transcendent reals they ' copy'. Now this
view maybe merely a verbal devioe whioh ends in unspeakable
nonsense, but if this is what Mr. Pilchard meant, he surely should
have said so plainly. For the ' correspondence' view has many
doughty champions outside the school of Locke and Berkeley.1
The ' reference-to-reality' view of judgment, as usually formu-
lated, implies it. It is implicit too in Platonism. It is of the
essence of all realism. It is no less essential to every form of
absolute idealism. In short, with two exceptions, no theory of
knowledge has so far been able to dispense with it in some form;
and all its forms ultimately ooinoide. The one exception is
solipsism, whioh seems to leave nothing for the solipsist's direct
experience to correspond with; the other is the pragmatic episte-
mology. Can Mr. Prichard then have been covertly arguing in
favour of either of these ? But even if he has not, are there not
assumptions here whioh should be dragged to the light ?

(2) Another hidden assumption concerns the meaning of the
word ' knowledge'. Mr. Prichard has a knack of using it in a
way (cdmmon also in Plato) in whioh it excludes ' opinion,' ' feel-
ing ' and ' sensation' (e.g. pp. 34, 36, 52), and if challenged would
no doubt urge that in no other sense is 'knowledge.' truly know-
ledge at all (cf. p. 36 «./.). But he must surely be aware that
neither in ordinary life nor in psychology is the meaning of the term
so narrowly restricted. Any sort of oognitive awareness is habitu-
ally called ' knowing'. The result is an ambiguity which oon-
stantly perplexes Mr. Priohard's reader, even if it does not wholly
vitiate his argument.

(3) The word ' sensation' similarly seems to be subject to an
unavowed ambiguity. # In sundry passages (pp. 33, 34, 36) Mr.
Prichard speaks as though he believed sensations to be real facts
in nature and not mere counters of psychological analysis. But the
majority (probably) of psychologists would repudiate this interpre-
tation. Still more would they resent the infliction on them of so
complex a thing as a ' headache' as the type of a ' sensation .' (p.

1 Mr. Prichard seems a little hasty in identifying Berkeleyanism and snb-
jectivB idealism. For the latter is a hydra too, and in no wise restricted
to the peculiar assumptions of the former.
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34). For this, they might retort, is popular language, and not
psyohology.

(4) They might complain further that Mr. Friohard had misre-
presented them, and plunged himself into mistaken oritioisms, by
systematically ignoring the well-known duality in the meaning of
' presentation,' which (like all words of this formation) may mean
(1) the presented object, and (2) the process of presenting. A
little reflection, no doubt, may be needed to see which is the sense
a psychologist intended in each passage, but to ignore this distino-
tion seems merely to introduce gratuitous confusion.'

In any case, however, it would seem as though even the most
anti-psychological of metaphysicians would have to recognise a
serious problem here. Must he not sooner or later ask himself
how human knowledge of the Real comes about f If the Real is
knowable at all, its mere existence cannot suffice to make it known.
It must somehow be related to our knowledge, unless it is asserted
that we always know all reality. However ' independent,' there-
fore, it may be said to be, it cannot become an object of knowledge
without a process which somehow achieves this transformation.
And how can any amount of realistio zeal prevent the question of
what difference this process makes from becoming a problem for
psychology? Even u it should never make any difference at all,
it would yet be the height of dogmatio presumption to assume
this a priori. Nor can I see how anything short of another ' ab-
solute postulate' that no inconvenient questions must be raised
can save Mr. Priohard's argument from this admission. But if
so, will not psyohology secure its position as the science which
investigates the effect of the ' presenting' on the ' objeot' whioh
this prooess manufactures out of raw 'reality,' and will not the
use of ' presentation' as designating a ' thing' be amply justified?

(5) It is an obvious, though not an avowed, and possibly not
even a conscious, presupposition of Mr. Priohard's oritioism to
read the psychological problem in an ontologioal sense. In the
question—' How can I know objects ?'—his emphasis falls entirely
on the object and not on the cognitive process. Now this may be a
legitimate procedure in dealing with Locke and Berkeley, who
were metaphysicians as well as psychologists. But it is not
equally applicable to modern psychologists who disclaim this
dangerous dignity, and whose interest is dearly in the human
attitude towards objects rather than in the objects as suoh. In-
deed, without carping, the distinction between ' the choir of heaven'
and ' the ohoir of heaven as presented' plainly says as much.
They are the same thing, save that in the one case the relation of
the object to the sabjeot is abstracted from, while in the other it is
dwelt upon. Nor is the psychologist as such concerned to deter-
mine the relation (if any) of his epistemological objeot to the onto-
logioal objeot metaphysicians may discourse about.

(6) That Mi. Pnchard has suoh difficulty in grasping this simple
distinction, seems to be ohiefly doe to the extremely individualittie
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(not to say solipsistio) point of view which his criticism presupposes.
He tacitly assumes that so soon as a psychio prooess enters an in-
dividual mind it is ipso facto doomed to solitary confinement
therein during the term of its natural existence. But though
there is perhaps a sense in which something of the sort might be
affirmed, it is not here relevant, unless Mr. Prichard means to
assert that all communication between minds is as such impos-
sible. Short of this, he has no right to treat it as inconceivable
that the desiderated ' objectivity' may arise from the need of com-
municating experiences among a plurality of individual minds. In
any case it is strange to find Prof. Ward's ' common world of in-
teraubjective intercourse ' so totally ignored.

(7) Mr. Prichard lays so much emphasis on the familiar fact
that what is perceived is real, that ' knowledge' is 'an apprehen-
sion of what is ' (p. 48),l tht t one is almost forced to suppose him
to imagine that these elementary truisms have brought him to the
end, instead of to the beginning, of the real problem of knowledge.

But surely he cannot be unaware that ' reality' is a most am-
biguous term, and that, if this wide sense be given to it, the
•* real' includes the ' unreal,' and ' perception of what i s ' is often
false f As objects of perception or thought, are not hallucinations
and mathematical ideals, illusions, imaginations, notions and
realities (of the various sciences) all real' objects ' together ? Hence
the ' reality' whioh perception vouohes for is by no means real
reality. It is nothing, primarily, but a claim to reality, whioh may
turn out to be unfounded. Mr. Prichard's ' reality,' therefore, is
precisely on the same footing with the claim to truth which is
implied in all judgments, ' true' and ' false' alike, and indeed is
merely incidental to this claim.* But these claims are empty
formalities and settle nothing. Mr. Prichard's theory of know-
ledge, therefore, so far seems to rest merely on a confusion of an
object of knowledge with a ' real' thing, and in order that it may
acquire any content and advance even to the dignity of a paradox,
it is imperative that it should explain how it discriminates between
' true ' perception and hallucination, between ' dreaming ' and
'waking,' between the unreal 'reality' (which is sometimes said
merely to ' seem'—though Mr. Prichard, apparently, will not admit
the propriety of this phrase) and the real ' reality' which has
made good its claim.

The most obvious way of escaping from such questions, on Mr.
Prichard's principles that all perception is of the real and that
(ultimately) there are "no appearances at all," ' would of course
be openly to adopt some of the gay paradoxes which Plato in the
Theatetus jocosely attributes to the Protagoreans, such as that all
perception is true and error is impossible. And that will be great
fun, if it is what Mr. Priohard really and seriously means. For

1 Of. N. S., No. 58, pp. 227, 228, " Perception is of what is," " what I
perceive is as I perceive it".

' Cf. my Studitm in Humanism, essay v. *N. S., No. 58, p. 228.
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indubitably, from a practical point of view, a theory of knowledge
whioh renders error impossible would be the best of all things.
Bat the news of the discovery of a theory whioh is not only infallible
itself, but extends complete immunity from error to all assertions
whatsoever, is almost too good to be true in this moon-strnok
world of oars, and will not easily be credited until it is explained
more folly. It may be, therefore, that Mr. Priohard has run into
paradoxes unawares, and so may find himself in difficulties about
explaining how errors are possible and mistakes may be oorreoted.
It will be remembered that these same problems rather baffled
Plato. But of oourse Mr. Priohard may be more successful.

Still it will not do to presume this at present. Indeed when
one looks at the rival onampions naked and unadorned, Mr.
Priohard with all his postulates (' absolute' and otherwise) ex-
posed to view, and Psychology stripped to its very soul and no
longer overweighted with loads of technicality, one is not disposed
to put all one's money on the former. But the cordial interest of
all lovers of philosophio sport must accompany Mr. Priohard in
his arduous adventure of abolishing Psychology.

F. C. S. SCHILLER.


